Joint St Helen Without and Wootton Neighbourhood Plan
Minutes of the Steering Group (SG) Meeting
Held on Wednesday 11 October 2017 at 7.00pm
Shippon Church Hall, Barrow Road, Shippon
Present: Carole Page (CP), Chair, George Edmonds-Brown (GE-B), Cllr Mark Fysh (MF),
Andrew Lane (AL), Mike Page (MP), John Ashton (JA), Richard Bahu (RB), Rose Osborne (RO),
Cllr Caroline Parkin (CP), Cllr Vicky Talbot (VT), Andrew Maxted, Sam Townley, Will Sparling
from Vale of White Horse Planning Team
Members of Public in Attendance: Residents were in attendance from Barrow Road,
Gozzards Ford and Rookery Close.
CP welcomed all attendees to the meeting and introductions were made. The Chair made it
clear that the SG would be discussing the Joint Neighbourhood Plan at this meeting which
did not include the consultation that was taking place.
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Apologies for absence

Janet Banfield, Kate Aydin, Cllr Val Shaw, Philip Painting.
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Declarations of Personal or Personal and Prejudicial Interests (PorPI)

No declarations were made other than those previously declared.
3

Minutes of Last Meeting

The minutes of the last meeting were agreed by attendees and were signed by the Chair. It
was confirmed that all minutes were published on the NP website and thereby available for
the public to read.
4

Matters Arising from Previous Minutes

Actions on page 5
NP scarecrow entrant came 4th in the competition but more importantly did raise general
awareness of the work of the NP.
5

Matters Raised by Members of the Public

Members of public at the meeting were able to raise issues during the meeting.
6

Debrief of Volunteers Meeting 10 October 2017

The meeting recently held was positive.
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22 October 2017

It is important to set the questions to ensure people spend time answering them as that
detail will inform the NP. There is another questionnaire meeting on 17 October when the
outputs of the Volunteers meeting will be discussed in more detail.
The meeting on 10 October discussed the need for young people volunteers (16-20 year
olds) to be involved in the NP. Involvement of young people doing their Duke of Edinburgh
Award will be encouraged. It was confirmed that the requisite DBS checks will also need to
take place for adults working with the young people as necessary to adhere to the
safeguarding criteria. Other ways of involving young people that do not need DBS checks
will also be considered e.g. members of the NP visiting schools and youth groups to run
focus groups. It was confirmed that the NP Youth Group will be looking at ways to involve
the young people of the surrounding parishes in the work of the NP.
Enabling less abled and older people involvement – this could come under the Infrastructure
Group work.
Representatives from the disabled/vulnerable demographic will be
encouraged to join the Infrastructure Group. This Group will also be looking at
development of play areas.
There is a concern that having too many small groups will not be sustainable and that
affiliating them to existing sub groups would be a better way forward.
RB referred to Q14 of the current questionnaire – this is the type of information that can
feed into the work of all the sub groups and ultimately into the development of the NP.
The importance of making sure voices are heard from across the sub groups was
acknowledged.
The Meeting was informed that P Painting would be leading on health and wellbeing.
M Page will look at how to share expertise and links across all of the sub groups.
Pop up events will be held at senior citizen groups and historical events in order to raise the
profile and work of the NP and encourage involvement from these groups.
A welcome was extended to the members of the public attending the meeting to become
involved in the work of the sub groups.
7

LPP2 Update (VWHDC Representatives)

A Q&A session took place looking at moving forward based on the information that has
been published on VWHDC website.
The VWHDC has a commitment in the overall plan to produce a supplementary planning
document for the proposed DB site which will look at the detail. It is an opportunity for the
parish councils and NP to have input into the supplementary planning document (SPD).
Work will begin from November for 6 months. The NP work will run in parallel with the SPD.
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LPP2 – overview – addressing housing needs for Oxford that cannot be accommodated in
Oxford and also includes details around policies to be used in the planning of LPP2.
The plan will be submitted by VWHDC to the Government Planning Inspector in February
2018. The plan will include all comments received and will be seen by the Inspector who
will then make the final decision.
There is currently a 6 week public consultation period taking place – all documents are on
the VWHDC website. Public meetings are also taking place in Abingdon – 6 November,
Wantage and Faringdon on other dates available on the website.
The Town and Parish Forum will also discuss LPP2.
It was confirmed that Madeleine from St Helen Without will be carrying out PR events.
Q – how much involvement will the SG have in the development of planning detail,
particularly with regard to the change to Garden City principles?
A – the Meeting was referred to the supplementary planning work beginning from
November 2017.
VWHDC indicated their intention for the SG to be involved in the development of that SDP.
The NP should be actively involved in the preparation of the plan.
Q – will the SPD go to the Government Planning Inspector?
A – the SPD will focus on detail and VWHDC can adopt the document if the Government
Planning Inspector signs off on the overarching plan.
It was confirmed that the SPD is not examined by the Government Planning Inspector but
will be part of the backing papers to the over-arching plan.
Discussion took place regarding the concern of the infrastructure of the proposed site – it
does not refer to impact on current road etc.
Q – how will infrastructure of proposed site impact on current infrastructure?
A – this is something the SPD would detail regarding the development of the infrastructure.
Members of the public who have been spoken with at the moment have real concerns
around the impact on current roads, current infrastructure. It is felt that local knowledge
needs to be fed into the overarching plan, not just left to be added to the SPD. All of the
information currently available does not show the impact on infrastructure.
The Government White Paper refers to DB and Abingdon Airfield.
Q – when did VWHDC decide not to include the wording as in the White Paper – i.e. not
including Abingdon Airfield.
A – the site is promoted by the Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) and they say what
land is being released. The MOD update that information annually and will publish when
that is available.
The VWHDC understands the MOD will move from DB after 2026.
The proposed development boundary has changed since March 2017. Land between MOD
and Whitecross will stay in green belt.
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It was confirmed the updated area (no the map as published) includes the air field.
It is thought that if the Army does not leave the barracks there will be no change to the
green belt but the new area does not show this.
Q – why has Abingdon Airfield not been included as per the Government White Paper?
The community is indicating that they would prefer to have a country park to be the buffer
between Shippon and Wootton which would include a significant area of green space.
The sensitivity around ensuring Shippon and surrounding hamlets keep their identity has
been recognized.
From the meeting held on 10 October it is apparent that:
People want distinct areas – the core issue is Whitecross and Shippon.
Date of the Dalton Barracks closure as per the White Paper will take place in 2029. The
VWHDC has been informed this will be 2026. Derek referred to briefings given to the parish
council which indicated a closure date of 2029.
RB referred to the fact that the VWHDC understands that 1200 homes is deliverable even if
units remain. VWHDC responded that the non-operational area is 60 hectares and will
deliver 1200 homes by 2031 meaning it can be delivered by VWHDC.
Reference was made to the trajectory table and that this would be outlined as part of the
SPD process.
VWHDC will remove the yellow area on the map.
As a NP the VWHDC has asked that no contact is made directly with DIO but to go through
VWHDC. If members of the public want to contact DIO they are able to via the website. The
SPD process will allow NP to contact with DIO from November 2017.
It is important the NP gets as much information as possible to inform the SPD process and
the public also have input into the consultation.
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Sub Groups Update

Development Group – JB
In the absence of JB it was noted that a meeting will take place on 12 October. It will look at
DB and the wider area.
The Chair repeated the importance of all updates to be circulated to the SG prior to the
meetings.
Environment Group
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New members will be joining the Group. Issues to be looked at will be distinct settlements,
areas of ancient/heritage sites, preservation areas, proposed green spaces.
RB referred to the historic core outline re heritage work. RB will feed themes from outline
to the SGs.
Infrastructure Group – MP highlighted the following:
The LPP2 and documents were discussed at the last meeting.
Item raised – underground water/springs from Boars Hill – infrastructure group will discuss
this item, look at engaging services of people who have skills regarding underground
water/springs.
VWHDC confirmed that the hydrology of the area has fed into the technical work –
information is available on the Vale website.
Discussion took place regarding the SG Chairs communicating regarding cross over themes.
The questionnaire will be developed following the meeting held on 10 October 2017.
9

Public Engagement – Questionnaire/Focus Groups

A meeting is being held on 17 October.
In general it is thought that 20 minutes will be needed to complete the questionnaire
properly.
It will be useful to obtain suggestions from those who have already completed the
questionnaire to feed into the development of the next version.
Will look at putting the map of the area into the questionnaire.
Written comments – will need to consider the size of boxes for people to complete.
The SG agreed to speak with Louise from VWHDC regarding the questionnaire’s further
development.
It is thought that the questionnaire should be circulated late October/early November.
Discussion took place with regard to response to consultation on LPP2 and completion of
the NP questionnaire.
LPP2 goes to the Government Planning Inspector in 6 weeks along with representations
made by parish councils and members of the public. It was confirmed the purpose of the
LPP2 is the plan the VWHDC has drawn up regarding development of the land in question.
Q – how can representations have an effect on the LPP2 plan.
A - Reference was made to representations made in March and how that has had a change
on the LPP2.
Comment - It appears that local representation will not be taken into account.
The LPP2 is the VWHDC’s proposed plan – comments to it received within the 6 week
consultation period will be considered by the Government Planning Inspector and a decision
will be made as to whether the plan meets the legal requirements.
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The inspector will consider whether the council has communicated the whole process
properly and widely.
A concern was raised that communication had not reached all residents.
With regard to the NP questionnaire – it was confirmed that each household would receive
a questionnaire and extra copies can be obtained as necessary.
The Chair thanked the public for attending this meeting – it was good to hear views and
concerns and encouraging that people wanted to be involved in the whole process.
(The majority of members of the public then left the meeting).
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Project Plan and Timeline

GE-B confirmed that the plan will be updated on 12 October and will be used in order to
submit grant applications.
8 November 2017 between 6-9pm will be the Business Focus Group held at WADS. This will
be an opportunity for the business forum to develop/discuss the NP.
A young person’s event will be planned and held before Christmas.
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Communications and Media

The website needs to be updated and various documents added. Rebecca will be contacted
to see if she can assist with this task.
12

Any Other Business

The Chair referred to the meeting with Nigel McGurk, Planning Inspector on 18 October (as
per her e mail of 6 October) when discussions can take place re what can and cannot be put
into the NP. JA confirmed that notes will be available for the next SG.
NSSG encouraging dialogue with perspective developers – look at guidance available around
engaging with developers. It was agreed to invite them to the business forum and take the
opportunity to open informal discussions.
Think about how to develop this area of the NP – it was acknowledged that this part of the
NP is in its infancy and any information gained from conversations with developers will
assist in building the detail.
It was confirmed that DB developers are also covered in the SPD as part of the due process.
It was reiterated that if sites are in the green belt, they can only be developed if taken out of
the green belt.
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Next Meeting – 1 November 2017, WADS – 7pm

The meeting concluded 8.30 pm
NOTE: Dates of future Steering Committee meetings for 2017:
22 November, 13 December.
Dates for 2018:
10 January, 31 January, 21 February, 14 March, 4 April, 25 April, 16 May, 6 June, 27 June, 18
July, 8 August, 29 August, 19 September, 10 October, 31 October, 21 November, 12
December.
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